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Childcare is so much more than child minding. In the modern early childhood education landscape 
where the work we do is heavily regulated and expectations on quality standards are higher than ever; 
‘day care teacher’ or ‘child care worker’ are terms to make any early childhood education professional 
cringe. The dedicated professionals who choose before school early education settings as their sector 
are under more pressure than ever to meet the increasing expectations from government, regulatory 
authorities and families.  
Now don’t misunderstand, high quality education in before school settings is something everyone with 
an interest in this field agrees with. Along with these expectations though should come the celebration 
and status that comes to other professional industries. Your early childhood educator has studied    
between 2 and 4 years to complete a Certificate, Diploma or Bachelor qualification. They spend their 
free time researching, critically reflecting and networking consistently analysing their practices, 
knowledge and skills in order to provide the highest quality care and education they possibly can.  
Each early childhood educator spends their own time and sometimes money seeking professional    
development opportunities, as they know all too well the importance of being a life-long learner. They 
strive to exceed in all 40 elements and 7 standards of the National Quality Framework, whilst being 
careful to ensure compliance with over 400 regulations of both state and national law and being       
conscious that their work is subject to regular auditing and assessment. They do all of this whilst    
maintaining calm, loving and professional relationships with their children.  
They passionately create environments where children can feel safe and at home, plan fun and          
engaging experiences that are play based to gain maximum participation and document the children's 
learning journey and milestones. They delight in the children’s success and support them through their 
challenges. All the while ensuring their communication and relationships with 
their families are held in to the highest professionalism maintaining strict levels 
of confidentiality, showing empathy and understanding all at the same time.  
Please, remember next time you see your early childhood educator, they are so 
much more than a child minder or childcare worker, they are a highly skilled 
and knowledgeable professional who also loves and cares for your child as if 
they were their own. 
Editorial written by Rebecca Armstrong and Cassie Maher as it appeared in the 
Redlands City Bulletin 
 

Sincerely, Rebecca Armstrong (Centre Manager) 

 

169 Newmarket Road 
Wilston  QLD  4051 
Phone (07) 3356 8100 
Fax  (07) 3356 8400 
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A note from your Centre Manager 



Upcoming Events! 

 

May June 

Wednesday 1st  
Grange Library Visit 
Promoting the gold star reading en-

couragement program 
 

Monday 13th 
Mothers day afternoon tea  

Starting 3:30pm  

We will be celebrating our amazing 

mothers the day after the official 

Mothers Day, which falls on Sunday 

12th May.  

 

Monday 20th  
Scholastic Book Fair  
 

Friday 24th 
National Sorry Day  
We will remember and commemorate 

the mistreatment of the country’s   

Indigenous population ahead of the 

official Sorry Day on Sunday 26th May 

 

Monday 27th   
Parent Hub Meeting  

Please join use for an open discussion 

and give your feedback 

 

Thursday 30th 
Nunukulyuggera Dancers  
Starts at 1pm 

Learn about Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Island Culture through the      

medium of dance.  

Wednesday 5th  
State of Origin  
Come dressed in your maroon and 

blue to support your team for game 

one.  

 

Thursday 27th  
Ditto Show with Brave Hearts 
Starting 10am  

Learn about personal safety with 

Ditto the Bear from Brave Hearts 

 

Friday 22nd 
State of Origin 
Come dressed in your maroon and 

blue to support your team for game 

two  

 

 

 

 

 
  
  



Policy Reviews  

Kindergarten Early Start 
If your child is 3 years or over, we are now providing a    

Kindergarten early start program.  
 

This program is fantastic to help your child get a great footing in their development and     

education, ready for the full program that will be run the following year.  

 

Our kindy has some great tools to guide your child’s learning such as 

 French lessons  

 Loans from the Queensland museum 

 Chess lessons 

 STEM program  

 

The room is run by our fantastic Bachelor qualified and QCOT registered teacher,  

Miss Natasha.  

 

Early start Kindergarten allows your child extra time for adjustment to their new room and 

the programs in place there. In this room the children are encouraged to complete more tasks 

on a fully independent basis and programs are put in place to start the transition to school and 

to gain the skills they may need to utilise once they are there.  

The kindergarten is a fun filled environment that helps to promote more agency and            

self-esteem in the children. The programs although still play based, have more intentional     

teaching involved. The children will learn about exciting historic moments, Australian history 

and all about animals from the past and now through the use of loaned items from the 

Queensland museum.  
 

We value your input and feedback ….. The  policies/procedures  in review  are: 
 
FEE POLICY 
EDUCATORS AND STAFF SICKNESS POLICY 
POLICY FOR THE USE OF GLOVES 
EXCURSION POLICY 
DENTAL HYGIENE POLICY 
 
 

Ways that you can provide feedback are:  
Our policies are available to read in the foyer 
and you can give feedback in 2 ways, by email or anonymously via the suggestion 
box. 
 



Pilates Program 

 

Kids Heart Pilates 
 

In April we were lucky to be joined by Liz Dawson, Accredited Exercise Physiologist, paediatric    

Pilates instructor and founder of Kids Heart Pilates, Pilates programs that is tailored to meet the      

development needs of children aged 2yrs and up and postnatal programs for new mums that include 

baby development activities. Liz took our Move & Groove Instructors through a day professional    

development course on child development and how to incorporate Pilates into our programs. Liz will 

be writing in our newsletter monthly to offer some insight to her work and how you can apply it at  

home.  
 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & DEVELOPMENT 
 

Physical development is a crucial area of development as it provides children with the opportunity to 

move through new experiences and when we provide opportunity for new experiences, children engage 

and when they engage they learn so further enhancing sensory, cognitive, social emotional,            

communication skills all contributing to a more confident and independent child. Physical development 

allows for the child to develop skills, to use their body to communicate, to learn how to work with and 

cooperate with others and skills around awareness of their body and what their body can do. Physical 

development creates a foundation for all movement and areas of development such as fine motor skills 

like writing, cognitive skills like reading and social skills like sharing space and working with others. 

Physical development is key in creating a strong sense of purpose and self-fulfilment allowing a child 

to respond to their mood and feelings through movement. It allows them to act out concepts using their 

imagination and repeat this on a regular basis building on stories with others, crucial for cognitive and 

social and emotional development.  Core strength is the foundation and base for all healthy movement 

and biomechanics that we use throughout our whole life. Core strength will alter alignment, bilateral 

strength and flexibility and posture having a strong flow on effect to all gross motor and fine motor 

skills. Creating stable and strong postural control will contribute to efficient muscle activation and lead 

to a secure and happy child.  

 

Gross motor skills are those that are involve whole body activities such as walking, running and   

jumping and also include activities like climbing, throwing and catching and bat to ball coordination 

but can be as simple as getting dressed and getting in and out of the car. Developing these skills in a 

progressive format as a child develops is not only essential in healthy holistic development but can be  

a good way to address and diagnose any potential delay. Effective ways of developing these skills are 

through activities focussing on;  
 

Strength & endurance  

Balance and proprioception  

Motor learning and planning  

Postural control  

Body awareness  

Sensory processing  

Expression & Language  

 

By participating in programs that include development in these areas can aid in delay identification. 

Some common detectors outside of the common milestones include; resistance to exercise, stiff and 

rigid movement, inability to maintain posture, sequence movements such as climbing or having to use 

more concentration while doing these tasks.  

 

We are excited to share an exclusive discount for all Little Ducks families to the Kids Heart Pilates 

online programs that you can access from home and hook up to your smart TV. See the links below for 

more information and use ‘LITTLEDUCKS’ in the coupon code for 15% off or see the link below for 

an exclusive little ducks offer and receive a 12 month membership free with the purchase of a Mummy 

& Tummy Postnatal & baby development membership.  

241 - https://www.kidsheartpilates.com.au/blog/register/membership-2-for-1/ 
Sign up - https://www.kidsheartpilates.com.au/blog/signup-options/  

https://www.kidsheartpilates.com.au/blog/register/membership-2-for-1/
https://www.kidsheartpilates.com.au/blog/signup-options/


 

Nursery Natter! 
 

Hello and welcome to another edition of Nursery News. We have had 

such a busy and exciting few months of learning and have learn so 

many new things about each of our little friends. 
 

Language has become a very big priority in our learning curriculum, 

and we are incorporating this into our daily plans for learning. We    

apply this by reading daily with the children and with the use of        

interactive stories provide the children with the opportunity to have  

input into the story telling process. Through this teaching method we 

have heard a lot of new voices and will continue 

to use story time to build on our verbal skills. In 

the process of becoming more verbal the nursery has been              

encouraging our older friends to communicate their needs through 

verbal and non verbal communication. Asking yes and no questions 

and using the abecedarian approach of Notice, nudge, Narrate. For 

example; Notice a child pulling themselves up on the high chair, 

Nudging them by  asking a yes or no question, “would you like  

something to eat?”, Narrating the next step with verbal responses, 

“yes? Ok I will get your lunchbox”. This intentional teaching       

technique fosters the concept of verbal dialect and provides the      

opportunity for age appropriate responses, for example; shaking head for no, nodding head 

for yes. The children have responded extremely well to this and we will continue to use the 

abecedarian approach as a learning tool.  
 

As we are fast approaching the middle of the year some of our older 

Nursery friends will be transitioning to Senior Nursery to continue their 

learning journey. To make this transition as smooth and as pleasant as 

possible we are having shared time with our senior Nursery friends. We 

have had the pleasure of a group morning tea picnic with the senior 

nursery children and educators. This was quite a success and will be 

continued in the current weeks. We are also planning on taking our  

older friends to join with Senior Nursery during their sharing circles. 

These shared times will help familiarise the nursery children with the 

educators and peers in senior Nursery and aid in the future transition. If 

you have further   questions about mid-year transitions, please feel free 

to ask Miss AJ or Miss Belmira in the Nursery. 
 

Our sensory play in the Nursery is now being incorporated into our 

creative art experiences. Sensory play allows for our little friends to 

feel and experiment with new textures. It is very important for us to 

encourage this inquisitive nature of all our little friends. 
 

As always it is such a pleasure to be part of your child’s learning and 

we greatly value parent input. Feel free to have a chat with one of the 

nursery educators if you have learning goals for your child we can 

add to our curriculum plan. 
 

Thank you  

Miss AJ and Miss Belmira  



 

Senior Nursery News! 
Hola (Hello in Spanish) 
 

Welcome families to another addition of our Senior Nursery 
catch up. By now Educators, children and families  are well on 
their way to building partnerships with each other and we  are so 
excited to share all the wonderful progress and learning the   
Children have achieved  over the past few months here at Little 
Ducks.  
 

Recently, the children have been working on building a sense of belonging to their               
environment, and becoming familiar with our daily routine. Educators dedicated themselves 
in getting to know all of the children and ensuring that we provided a safe, secure and        
welcoming environment for them to blossom. We are happy to report that children are    
gaining more confidence at drop offs and engaging in play and exploring interactions with 

their fellow peers and educators. As we move forward our goal is to   
encourage children to contribute during play and teaching children how 
to negotiate in positive parallel play with one another, thus  building new 
friendships along the way.  
 

Our sense of wellbeing has been a focal point in the children’s             
development from the beginning, and with endless opportunities to   
embed  learning outcome three into our curriculum, we have been super 
busy intentional supporting children’s development. This included things 
such as, feeding themselves using utensils, strengthening their gross  
motor skills with balance, walking, standing and climbing and developing 

their fine motor skills with sensory experiences such as play dough, painting, drawing and 
much more.  The   children have taken it upon themselves to step out of their comfort zones 
and challenge their skills. With plenty of learning emerging we have been able to capture 
some special moments with children. Make sure to keep an eye out for your child’s progress 
on story park and for any updates to come.  
 

Wow! Can you believe we are already 4 months in to the year and going strong. We can’t wait 
to see where our learning journey will take us next, but before we get into that, lets take a 
step back and remember all the wonderful things we explored  together. Early in March we 
celebrated Holi day with our special guest Roshni. She helped us understand Hindu culture 
with colour festivities. We sang and danced our way to acknowledge and broaden our         
understanding of cultures different from ours own. We also got  serious with Two rail Police 
coming to visit and sharing their safety tips when riding the train with our 
Mums and Dads. The Police car was our favourite part, with lights flashing 
and sirens ringing out loud. This opened the door for endless learning and 
play as we explored colours, traffic lights,  safety signs and transport play 
with cars, trucks, trains and ramps.  
 

Books, Books and more books. At the moment our senior nursery friends 
are crazy about books and what better way to encourage children to   
actively engage with language and begin to understand key literacy, 
sounds and text then with a good story line. Through these experiences, 



 

Senior Nursery News! 
we are able to support children to extend their vocabulary as 
we actively engage them in discussions and encourage them 
to contribute their ideas which ever way they can. Each day 
we choose a new book to read, and from that we are able to 
extend the children’s learning as we take a page and         
recreate it using our creativity. More recently we created 
such stories as “The rainbow fish, The hungry caterpillar, 
Ducks away and We’re Going on a bear hunt”. We had so 
much fun embedding what we learnt through story telling 

and bringing it to life for the children to revisit upon our art displays. Keep an eye out for 
monthly rotations of the children beautiful pieces of artwork. As we move  forward, our focus 
is implementing the children’s goals which have been set out by your educators and input 
from families. We intend to continue supporting children to express themselves and respond 
verbally, and support children to understand what they are saying  using small sentences and 
extending their vocabulary bank with books, visuals, songs and group discussions.  
 

There have been lots of questions about story park in recent months. If 
you can’t see any of our programmes or aren’t receiving invites please 
don’t hesitative to tell one of your educators so that you don’t miss 
out on all the fun and exciting things happening in our environment. 
We also encourage families to add their input into our program by  
replying in the comments section on each of the learning stories. We 
look forward to continually working in partnership and being a part of 
your child’s early learning development. These are just some of the 
wonderful learnings emerging so far this year. Keep an eye out on   
Story park for what’s to come…. 
  

 
Things to remember – Please ensure your Childrens        
belongings are labelled. We are  beginning to stock pile 
sheets and unfortunately we don’t know who they belong 
to. If you think you’re missing some items, check our lost 
property box located at the parent communication area. 
Also, with the cooler weather starting, don’t forget to pack 
an extra set of warm clothes and a jumper in your child’s 
bag. 
 

 

Until next time  
 

All our love and dedication  
Miss Mel, Miss Josie and Miss Marcela 



 

Toddler Time! 
Jingeri Jingeri (Hello and Greetings in Yugambeh in Language)  

 

Welcome to the second edition of the Toddler Tales! 
What an exciting and fun filled learning we had in the 
past two months as we focus on helping the children 

achieve their individual goals and pursue their  
interest both indoor and outdoor. 

 

For the past two months, we had created plenty of 
opportunity to build on children’s physical wellbeing 
through the confidence course in the yard. We have 

observed children accepting challenges, taking appropriate risk and applying 
safety as they balance, jump, climb and run. Along with these, the children        

discovered their capabilities, recognised their individual achievement and build 
their resilience to face anything that comes along the way.  

The development of the children’s fine motor skills is an important foundation 
for the attainment of other important skills in the future such as writing, drawing 

and self-help. With this information we thoughtfully set up activities such as   
zippers and button manipulation, pegs and cube connectors, threading, 

playdough with extruders and scissors and other activities to strengthen the  
children’s hand muscles and refine their hand and eye coordination.      

 

Toileting is one of our main focus in the Toddler room and we are proud to     
congratulate Alex and Julian for their transition from nappies to undies.            

Collaborating with families and supporting each child in their toileting journey 
contributes to the realisation of this goal. In the next term, we will focus in        
developing the necessary building blocks for toileting. We will discuss the         

difference between wet and dry and use the necessary term to build children  
understanding of sequential steps of toileting and body awareness. 

 

The children’s sense of belonging are becoming stronger. They all happy settled 
in our routine giving them plenty of opportunity to focus on their social             

environment. We observed friendship were starting to blossom and cooperative 
play were becoming more common in the room. Supporting the children in this 

important learning, we incorporate role modelling 
to show them how to interact positively with      
others, creating baby corner both indoor and     

outdoor to model care, reading books about turn 
taking and friendship, organising friendship    

paintings and activities that foster cooperation and 
collaborative work. 

 
 
 

In Little Ducks, we are very lucky to have some visitors to help us broaden our 



 

Toddler Time! 
understanding and learning about our community and world that we are living. 
Ms Roushini came to visit in the first week of March to share her knowledge of 
the Hindu festival of colours, the Holi festival. We also have the Railway Police 
Squad to discuss with us the importance of safety when catching the train. This 

Police visit was great opportunity to strengthen the children’s interest and  
learning as this was our focus weeks before the incursion. The children learned 

the emergency number 000, staying behind the yellow line and holding on to 
mum and dad when out and about. From this interest, the children moved onto 

exploring road safety where we learn the colours and meaning of the traffic 
lights through songs and books. We researched road signs and their shapes and 

gave the children a firsthand experience on the importance of the pedestrian 
crossing using the zebra crossing in the yard. 

 

As we move on to the month of April, we observed important events that foster 
the children’s strong connection to their world. We celebrated Harmony Week 

were we explore different cultures through art, literature, and music and     
movement. We work alongside each family to gather information and                 

incorporate these in our learning and discovered inclusive ways of achieving   
coexistence. We also celebrate Earth Hour and Earth Day this month and           

engaged our little eco warriors in helping save the plant through turning our 
lights and aircon off, cleaning our yard and involve the children in learning the 

importance of the bugs and insects in our environment.  
 

During the Easter week, the children discovered how different cultures celebrate 
Easter as we made Easter Eggs, Easter baskets using recycled materials and  

Easter tree. The ANZAC Day was another great learning opportunity for children 
as we explore the symbol of the poppy and the rosemary in remembering all the 
brave heroes that we lost during the war.  The book ANZAC Ted helps build the 

children’s understanding about care, empathy and respect as well as recognising 
emotions.  

 

We have confident and involved learners in the room and when they           

demonstrate immense interest in colours and we quickly work on responding to 

their display of learning. We purposely organised the sensory colour sorting    

activity, sorting and matching using blocks and  

teddy bear counters, colour experiments, dance  

activity, incorporate colour sorting in our rubbish 

sorting activity (part of Earth Hour) and learn 

about colours and emotions, which we will         

continue next month. 
 

Ms Nabia and Ms Sawsan  



 

Junior Kindy Column! 
Welcome to another edition of Junior Kindy Jumble! This quarter we 
have been having a blast with Letters and numbers, Lego and making 
new friends. We are always working towards our goals set out from 

our educators and parents. The children are continuing to master their 
self help skills through out the days as the educators guide them.  

 

 A big favorite at the moment is Letter and numbers, children have 
begun to recognise  the letters in their name with associating it to the 
pictures. We have then continued to embed this during our day. A day 
doesn’t go pass that we haven’t looked at letters or numbers. During 
this time the children are preparing them selves for Kindy. Early lite 
racy has so many benefits. Please read the small snippet taken from the “ Early childhood NQS learning      
program” Remember too, that literacy and numeracy are about more than just the three R’s—‘reading, 
writing and arithmetic’. While these are obviously important, a broader definition of literacy incorporates all 
forms of communication, including the visual and performing arts as well talking, listening and storytelling 
(DEEWR, 2009, p. 38). An environment that encourages all of these plays an important role in developing  
children’s sense of themselves as effective communicators and is likely to lead more naturally to an interest in 
reading and writing. similarly, numeracy is about more than just counting. Recognizing patterns, sorting and 
categorizing objects, talking about time and the patterns of the day, measuring and calculating amounts,   
arranging objects in space and identifying shapes, are all examples of mathematical thinking that contribute to 
numeracy. Materials and resources that allow children to problem-solve and explore the world 
‘mathematically’ are therefore key elements in the development of numeracy. Blocks and other construction 
materials, puzzles, and opportunities for patterning and sorting using, for example, found materials such as 
shells, seeds or leaves, all provide experiences that encourage mathematical thinking and the use of         
mathematical concepts and language.  
 

Lego seems to have taken over the room once again with nearly every day it seems to be constructed in some 
way or another. This wonderful resource as so many amazing benefits of learning, I’ve included some facts!  

 

Teamwork and communications 
Sharing, discussing your building strategy and   

assigning roles is an important part of the process 
of a LEGO® build. It can even help to increase    

language development. According to a 2007 study 
of children from lower and middle income families 

in the USA, the parents of Children who played 
with building blocks generally reported better    

verbal skills in their children. 

Constructive problem solving and lateral thinking 
Which brings us to thinking creatively in order 
to solve a problem – such as a teetering LEGO® 

tower that is going to topple over at any       
moment. Thinking laterally to save the design is 
just part of the creative process of playing with 
LEGO® bricks and yet another essential life skill 

we could all do with. 

Patience and organisational skills 
The ability to plan, organise and then execute are 

all critical skills that can be applied to any goal  
orientated actions in life. With LEGO® bricks and 
models, these skills can be tested and exercised 

using the construction process as a tool. Moreover, 
when things aren’t going as planned, it’s the     

positive action of going back to the drawing board 
and re-thinking the original plan that helps to teach 

Childrens perseverance and resilience. 

Better focus and concentration 
It takes time to learn to settle and concentrate 
for children, learning to do this without feeling 
frustrated or pressured helps to create good 

associations with focus time. For adults, playing 
with LEGO® bricks can help you to put all the 
other life worries out of your mind in almost 

meditative fashion. In fact, immersion in LEGO® 
play helps with relaxation, and stress manage-

ment, so make sure you get a regular fix! 

http://www.imaginationplayground.com/images/content/2/9/2965/Effect-of-Block-Play-On-Language-Acquisition.pdf


 

Junior Kindy Column! 
We started the term with some great input from our families in regards to the child related goals. I’m so 
excited to say that the children are achieving the goals and new ones are being set. The main goals we 
have set with children have been around Negotiating what they are going to eat and lunch time and  
ensuring that they are choosing foods to save for other meal times. 
As the educators support the children with this decision making, they 
are learning to make educated choices on their own.  As we pride our 
selves over healthy eating at Little Ducks, just recently the  children 
got involved with the Easter treat making, this was chosen by the 
educators to make a fruit salad, inside of a bowl the apple was used 
to be the bowl. The children got involved by hollowing out the apple 
using a spoon and help to cut up the fruit to go in the fruit   salad. As 
we cut up the fruit, their was amazing conversations around the  
feeding our worms the scraps, the birds to get a healthy treat too 
along with our gardens as we regularly compost our food scraps. The children have grown more         
sustainable through time with the help of our amazing sustainable officer Miss Emily who is most       
passionate about saving our earth.  The goal of working on  our Gross motor development has been in 
focus every week with the help of our moove and groove educator Miss Nabia  she runs an amazing  
program with the children revolving around using our muscles to get us moving. We have continued this 
focus with smaller groups of children to achieve the term 2 goals. Together working to help us to build 
up our large muscles that hold us up. When thinking of gross motor some families think of legs, this goal 
as been aimed at the children that are wanting to learn the monkey bars. By building up our upper body 
strength the children will be soon be able to accomplish the monkey bars on their own and have a sense 
of achievement. Large obstacle courses have been set up to challenge the children with navigating and 

maneuvering over something so tricky.  
We have welcomed lots of new friends to our classroom it has 

been so exciting and scary at the same time for those children 

however the wonderful class of Junior Kindy have taken them   

under their wing and shown them the way of the class. As the   

children gain in their confidence this is seen in their social abilities 

as they continue to interact with each other without conflict.  

Miss Jess, Miss Usha, Miss Gabi and Mr Joao 

 
  



Kindergarten Update March- April 

We have been occupied with a number of exciting events over the last two months. The first  

of which was a visit from Scarlett’s adorable new puppy. The 8 week old black Labrador pup, 

named Frankie Sprinkles Precious, was an immediate hit with the children. She was extremely 

friendly and the children were able to feed and pet her. Scarlett shared how she helps to take 

care of Frankie by giving her water and food each day. 
 

The whole centre was involved in Harmony Day events, where 

we really upheld the theme of We all Belong. The children were 

divided into multi age groups and moved around the centre doing 

a range of activities. In respect for the Christchurch victims, the 

children made Anzac biscuits, mixing, rolling and flattening the 

dough themselves. We created a tree mural by tracing and      

decorating handprints of all the participating children at the   

centre. Children used their creative skills to build their versions 

of famous international monuments, such as the  Eiffel Tower 

and Taj Mahal. The children also engaged with stories from the 

Indigenous and Phillipino cultures. The children appeared to  

enjoy working with children from other rooms and the activities 

flowed well. 
 

We were fortunate to have a visit from Dr Ramirez to talk to us about the Earth Hour        

campaign and how we can make better choices for a better environment. We were challenged 

to run as low power as possible for an hour, switching off lights and electronic equipment.  

The children were encouraged to spread the word at home and get their parents to participate 

in the official Earth Hour on the weekend. 
 

Easter was eagerly anticipated by the children, in particular, the Easter Egg Hunt. The     

morning of the Hunt, the children helped to prepare a healthy frozen yoghurt pops, that would 

be their “prize” for finding an egg.  It was a great opportunity to,learn about recipes and    

practise our fine motor skills as mixed and pressed the yoghurt into moulds. I heard many  

stories of how the Easter Bunny visited over the long weekend and how much chocolate was 

consumed! 
 

Our Earth Day mission, was to investigate the polar bear and it’s habitat. We created a        

diorama featuring snow hills, polar bears and crepe paper snow. We discussed how the polar 

regions are melting as a result of global warming and the bears are losing their homes. We 

created an experiment to keep ice colder for longer by imitating an esky and insulating the ice 

using material and feathers. The material proved more effective, but in the long run did not 

stop the ice melting. 
 

To commemorate Anzac Day we read the story Anzac Ted with the children, which          

highlighted that with bravery and support we can overcome any obstacle. The children then 

enjoyed helping to bandage and care for our own Anzac Ted. They also painted a small clay 

bear, which will be distributed to service families to show them our love and support of their 

efforts. The children also engaged with poppy flowers and rosemary, commonly regarded as 

symbols of remembrance.   

 

Kindy Catch Up! 



 

Within the room, we have been focusing on developing our social skills, including working 

together, taking turns in circle games or with resources and strategies for dealing with issues 

within friendships. The children are practicing asking for resources that others are using to 

show respect and prevent conflict. We are also practicing asking for help when we encounter  

a problem between playmates to negotiate a solution. 
 

Some of the children have taken an interest in creating stories of their own, either based on 

books they love, or from things in their imagination. The children have planned the story,   

using a simple plot planner, then created the drawings or photos to complement the text. They 

have helped to digitise their work by either helping to take photos, add voice or decide on   

format. 
 

The children have also been interested in shapes. We have explored attributes (corners and 

sides ) of common shapes such as squares, triangles, rectangles, circles and hexagons.  
 

Looking forward..... 

It will shortly be Mother’s Day and the children will be preparing a special gift for you all. 

Book Fair will be occurring from 20th May, so make sure you come down to have a look at 

the selection of books available. The fair will culminate in National Simultaneous Storytime, 

where Alpacas with Maracas will be read at centres and schools across the country. 

We will be welcoming some new children transitioning from the Junior Kindy Room at the 

end of June and you may see them as they have play dates in the Kindergarten Room,  

throughout the next couple of months. 

 

 

Kindy Catch Up! 



 

Our Community ... 

Sustainability Corner! 
An update from Miss Emily our Sustainability Officer 

Over the last few months, we have had a big focus on sorting our     

rubbish, and many conversations on what can be recycled and what 

cant. To help us, with have made a few games to help us let about our 

bins, using the different colour bin lids to identify which materials goes 

in which bin. As a centre we have been  cutting down on the amount of 

waste we produce; Together we are looking at the rubbish, and         

encouraging each other to think other ways it could repurposed. Part of 

this unit, is looking at the food scraps at the end of our meals, and    

talking about what we could do with them. We have a worm farm, and a 

compost bin set up within the centre. The children are able to involve 

themselves in the environment, with a hands-on approach, it helps us learn about where things come 

from and how these materials are impacting our environment.  

Also, we have been collecting more natural items to contribute to our play. Natural/sustainable       

materials, are a great way for children to learn, explore their environment and simulate their senses. It 

encourages creative thinking, problem solving, and building up their vocabulary. While a toy car is just 

a toy car, a rock could be a toy car, or a person, etc. Let your imagination go wild. There has been a big 

noticed in the children preferring to play and explore the natural items we provide, than the already 

made plastic toys.  

We have recently celebrated Earth Hour, where we turned off the lights between 10-11am, to show our 

support and care for the planet, during this hour we engaged in environment friendly activities, using 

recyclable materials, and enjoying our natural light and breeze.  In addition to learning about the Earth, 

we also celebrated Earth Day, which this year's theme was “Protect our Species”. To  extend on that, 

each room was given an endangered animal to care for, learn about, and help.  Learning all the        

different ways we can help these species and how we at home are affecting them. 

One fun tip for helping Sea Turtles with the children, is to knock down sand castles and fill up holes 

you see on the beaches, to prevent obstacles of getting in the way of the baby turtles to getting to 

ocean.  

Alpacas with Maracas  

National Simultaneous Storytime  

We will be taking part in the national Storytime, reading     

together with lots of other child care facilities around the 

country. We hope to help raise awareness for the importance 

and fun around reading with children. This will 

take part on Wednesday 22nd May at 11am. 

Keep your eyes peeled for some great photos 

and stories around this on our Storypark App  



 

Woolworths Earn and Learn ... 

Moove and Groove 
Yaama! (Hello and Greetings in Gameroi Language)  

 

Welcome to the second edition of the Move and Groove  
Newsletter. We welcome the month of March building on the 
children’s manipulate skills through catching. Catching is a  
receptive manipulative skill that involves the receiving of an  
object. It is one of the more difficult fundamental skills. 
 

To help the children build their receptive skills, we began by challenging children to catch 
water filled balloons and progress to using bean bags and small balls as the children become more skilled. We 
made the learning fun and exciting through bean bag and bucket catching activity that foster positive relationship 
and turn taking between children. We also challenged the children’s skills through performing a throw and catch 
activity in the yard.   
 

In April, we shift our attention to striking skills. The children tested their hand and eye coordination and   
understanding of range and accuracy as they strike a balloon tied to a string. As the children gain confidence, we 
incorporate implements to strike a stationary ball. We model, instruct and break the task into easy steps for the 
children to understand and carry out the task themselves. Incorporating art in the activity through striking a paint 
covered ball sparked enthusiasm, wonder and interest in children’s mind as they observed differ-
ent colours blend and created an amazing work of art. Next month, we will continue with our 
striking activity and will incorporate other implements such as bat and tennis racket.  
 

We are excited to inform everyone that we began our Pilates program this month and we have 

received such amazing feedbacks from the older children. Since this program is still in its infancy, 

we will focus on getting everyone on board and set up simple Pilates poses under our tall totts 

program. Tall totts is a fun interactive program with all exercises done standing. Assist in the 

development of strength in lower extremity which will aid function, biomechanics and balance.  

We will be collecting the Woolworths earn and learn stickers this year. 

This commences on 1st May and runs till the 25th June. Don’t forget to 

collect your stickers while you shop, and pop them into the boxes that 

you will find in our reception  

area.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

We also have some great posters out in the entrance for you to attach 

you own stickers. This has been made child height to ensure all the chil-

dren at the centre can get  

involved.  



Healthy Habits! 
Ingredients  Makes 20 

3/4 cups cooked corn 

1/4 cup blanched and chopped spinach  

1 1/2 cups cooked rice 

2 tbsp chopped coriander 

1 tbsp chopped green chillies 

2 tbsp grated cheese 

5 tbsp plain flour 

3/4 cup water 

Salt to taste 

Bread crumbs for rolling  

Oil for frying 

FOR SAUCE 

3tbsp butter 

5 tbsp plain flour 

1 cup milk  

 

Method—for sauce  

1. melt butter in a non-stick pan. Add flour and cook over medium flame for 1 minute, 

stirring continuously.  

2. Add milk. Stir well and cook on medium flame for 2-3 minutes, or until sauce is  

thickened.  

3. Allow to cool 

 

Method—for rice balls 

1. combined the flour and 1/2 cup of water in a bowl. Whisk well 

2. Combine the prepared sauce, corn, spinach, rice, coriander, chillies, cheese and salt in 

a box and mix well 

3. Devide the mixture into 20 portions and roll into a ball. Roll the balls in the flour-

water mixture, then in the breadcrumbs, ensuring they are evenly covered.  

4. Balls can be deep fried for best results, or for a healthier option they can be shallow 

fried or baked.  

 

Preparation time approximately 15 minutes 

 

Cooking time: 20 minutes 

 

Total time approximately 35 minutes  

 

 

ENJOY!!! 


